In this paper the numerical robustness of four generally applicable, recursive, leastsquares-estimation schemes is analyzed by means of a theoretical round-off propagation study. This study highlights a number of practical, interesting insights of widely used recursive lccut-squares schemes. These insights have been confirmed in an experimental verification study as well.
Introduction
Recursive least squares (RLS) schemes-are used in a broad class of practical applications, such as in the self-tuning regulator schemes developed by Astroni et al. (1977) . The siniplicity of this class of schemes has been an iniportant motive for their use. Some of the other reasons are 1) the versatility of implementations. allowing to exploit. special (shift) structures in the regression model, f i s t demonstrated by Levinson (1947) . 2) the well-known statistical properties of the RLS estimates, and 3) robust ways to cope with time variations in the regression parameters, see T. HBgglund (1983) or R. Kulhavy (1985) .
However. the numerical robustness of a number of RLS implementations is still not well understood. This can be concluded from the appearance of simulation studies reporting the d i w r g m c c phenomenon in the ixtiplextientation referred to in this paper as the conventional RLS implementation. Here the divergence phenomenon is a generic terni used to indicate a whole class of problems where the quantities updated in the actual computer implement ation lose their theoretical properties. A well-known example is the loss of symmet ry of the parameter error covariance matrix. lTntil now no explanation has been given for this phenomenon. only a number of "cures" have been proposed. These cures have two disadvantages: 1) they night unnecessarily coriiplicate the numerical implementation and 2) they night give "satisfactory" results in simulation, but actually fail in real-time operation.
In nmiierical analysis. an error analysis is performed to understand the numerical robustness of algorithmic implementations. For RLS, such an analysis has been performed 2 Recursive Least Squares Estimation
The Linear Least Squares Problems
Let the linear scalar regression model be denoted as:
where the regressor vector ( r "~ E R" , t'k is a zero mean discrete white noise sequence with variance uf * and (.)' denotes the transpose. When the observations of ( I J~, Yk) have been obtained for k = 1, ---, N (with N > n), the least. squares (LS) estimate of 19 is defined as: Here {A"-'} is a sequence of weighting coefficients that result if we discount old data by so-called "exponential forgetting ( A < l)." For this case. simple calculations show that the LS estimate (equdon 2) is given by:
N
For real-time operation, it is of primary importance to compute the estimates recursively. Therefore. the set of equations (3-5) is rearranged by simple iiianipulations to the following recursive form:
Rk. = XRk-1 + ~k.9;.
(7)
The set of equations (6-7) is updated froin k 2 0 on. This can be done when for k = 0 the initial conditions 0-1 and R-1 are specified. 
The Conventional RLS Method (CLS)
The recursive relationships (equations 6 -i ) are not well suited for computation, since the R x n information matrix Rk has to be inverted each time step. Therefore, it is more natural to introduce Pk = Rkl and by applying the matrix inversion lemma. Ljiing and Sijderstrh (1983) Together with the initial conditions (~j -~, P -l ) , this model is a special case of the general state space tnoclel used in the Kidman filter design (as described in Verhaegen and Van Dooren. 1986 ):
for the following particular system matrices: For these svst.eiii matrices (equations 8-10) represent the so-called measurement update of the conventional Kaliiian filter as defined in Verhaegen and Van Dooren (1986) . Therefore.
equations (8-10) are conforiiiallv indicated in this paper as t.he conventional RLS (CLS). 0 A conuiionly used implementat.ion of the C'LS is represented in Table 1 as the CLS1.
Here we observe that for the calculation of the matrix Kk. the symnietry of Pk-1 is exploited.
The only reason for that is a slight reduction in coniputational complexity. Furthermore, the performed operation to calculate Pl-l is inherently symmetric. Therefore, this implementation "seemingly" forces the parameter error covariance matrix Pk to remain symmetric.
However, the theoretical error analysis will prove that exactly the contrary is the case.
Namely, that when implementing equations (8-10) exactly as they are, as done in the CLS2 
Theoretical Error Analysis
The numerical robustness with respect to round-off errors is analyzed for the four RLS schemes described in the previous section. Such an analysis can be split into three parts:
( 1) the round-off errors nlade in a single recursion, (2) the propagation of a single error in subsequent recursions and (3) the interaction and accuniulation of the previous two error sources. In the paper of S. Ljung and L. Ljung (1985) only the second part has been treated.
The following subsections present a much more refined analysis.
Propagation of a Single Error Under CG Computational Precision
In this subsection we consider the propagation of a single error at recursion instant k -1 to subsequent recursions. assuming that no additional round-off errors are made. The following theorem describes this propagation for the CLSl and C'LS2 implenientation.
then these errors propagate to the next recursion instant. k in the CLSl ixiiplexiientation as:
and in t.he CLS2 impleixientation as:
where O(S2) indicates the order of magnitude of ljSPk.-l /I2.
Proof: (The proof will only be given for the C'LS1 ixiiplexiientation)
Consider the approximation. plays a crucial role in the propagation of both the errors 6Pk-l and 6dk-1. Therefore, let us inspect this matrix more closely. Substituting the expression for Kk, obtained by comparing equations (6) and (8) and using equation (7) we find that:
Now, consider the effect of an error induced a t tixiie instant 4.0 < k on the computed quantities B k and 8,. When P k remains symmetric, this effect becomes according to 
Proof:
The matrix R k is defmed in equation ( 2. When A < 1.
3. When no additional round-off errors are made in subsequent recursions.
then tlieureiii 2 guarantees that. a h g l e errur ~PL.,, iri equation (31) or E(6>ko) in equation ( 3 2 ) decavs exponentially when using the C'LS:! and SC'LS implementations. For the case X = 1. the contraction of Rkl Rko guarantees that the error propagation remains stable.
For the C'LSI impleriientation this holds when additionallv the svnmietrp on PA. is forced.
Another divergence phenomenon reported in literature is the loss of posttzoe definzteness of Pk. The question we might ask is how this phenomenon is related or interferes with the loss of symmetry discussed so far. Some insight into this complicated matter is gained by the following theorem.
Theorem 3: When the errors on the parameter error covariance matrix Pk-1 are symmetric and preserve its positive definiteness, the Pk updated by equation (10) 
Since Fk-1 is positive definite, it may he written as, 
Round-Off Errors Made in a Single Recursion
In the second part of the theoretical error analysis, we study the round-off errors made in a single recursion. The following theorem specifies bounds for the errors on the quantities updated each recursion in the four RLS schemes under investigation in this paper. 
Accumulation and Interaction of the Round-Off Errors
The third part of the analysis combines the local error upper hounds given in theorem 4
with the propagation of a single error, to yield bounris on the total e m f for the different RLS schemes. The total error is denoted by the prefix 6tot instead of 6. Here we make the assumption that the total error at some instant E is the sum of the propagation of the previous errors (when introducing no additional round-off errors), plus the local errors made during these recursions.
For the CLSZ, SCLS implenientation the total error in the matrix Pk then satisfies:
In this equation k, is the nearest time instant. snialler than k, for which 4(E,krn) is a contractton and is given as: In a similar way, the mean of the total error on the parameter est,iiiiat.es becomes:
Both equations (39) and (41) show that the error models for both these implementations are identical. Therefore. only considering the numerical robustness no preference should be given to either of them. This latter conclition generally does not holcl fnr the CLSI implementation since the "cures" to synuiietrize Pk. induce larger errors. This assertion has been confirmed in the experinientd analysis made in Verhaegen and Van Dooren (1956) for Iialxiian filter implementations.
We now address the loss of positive definiteness under finite arithmetic precision.
Using the assumption stated in this subsection to describe the total error on Pk, the following relationship results:
with A P according to theorem 4 bounded as llAP[ 5 eII(Pk + 6Pk))I.
According to theorem 3, the matrix (Pk + 6 P k ) remains positive definite and we can arrange its eigenvalues as:
The possibility of negative eigenvalues of (Pk *+ btotPk) arises with the lower bound in equation (42). Insight in the effect of the perturbation A P on the eigenvalues of (Pk + 6Pk) -A P is given is given by the following lenuxm, taken from Wikinson. pp. 101-102 (1965).
Le-

1:
If A and ( A -E ) are n by n symmetric matrices, then Applving this leiiuiia to the lower hound of equation (42). yields the following hound on the smallest eigenvalue of (Pk + btOtPk):
Therefore. this eigenvalue will he positive if
This condition indicat.ea t.hat (Pk + SPA.) is nuiiierically not. singular, as defined in M'ilkinson (1965).
CorQllary 6: If the recursion of the parameter covariance matrix PA.-* in equation (10) under finite precision preserves the spIruIietrv of this matrix and this niatrix is numerically not singular, as stated by equation (45), than the updating via equation (10) 
Experimental Evaluation
The purpose of this section is to experimentally validate the corollaries made in the theoretical error analvsis of section 3.
To restrict. such a verification study. we refer to a similar study made in Verhaegen and Van Dooren for K & x m filter implementations as an experimental verification of corollaries 2,3.5. and i.
Of particular interest to the scientist dealing with RLS problexiis is the numerical robustness of the conventional RLS scheme, since this scheme is very attractive in a broad class of applications. In the present analysis corollaries 1,4, and 5 focus on this topic. More precisely, these three corollaries provide insight into the following questions:
1. Whether a "wrong" way of implementing the conventional RLS has been the primary cause for its "high" sensitivity to the loss of symmetry (corollary l ) ?
2.
What is the influence of persistent excitation on the numerical robustness of the RLS schemes (corollary 4)?
3. What is the interference between the loss of symmetry and the loss of positive definiteness of pk (corollary 6)?
To experimentally evaluate these three corollaries, a nlixed-precision simulation study is perfonlied. Here the single-precision quantities, as denoted by (.) . represent the erroneous quantit.ies, and the double-precision quantities are assumed to be error free. In this experiniental analysis we will only focus on the errors on PA. and with the above convention the total error on this quantity, as denoted by btd in equation (39) In the second test corollarv 6 is evaluated. The same experimental condition as in the previous test are taken. Figures 3a and 3b . respectively, show the evolution of the smallest eigenvalue and the third diagonal element of P k . Statistically these quantities have to be positive. In the error analysis, it has been reconfirmed that this remains true as long as Pk remains symmetric and numerically not singular. The first condition is easily violated by the CLSl implementation; therefore, such a guarantee can not be stated for this implementation. This is confirmed in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, such a loss of positive definiteness didn't occur with the CLS2 implementation for all the test performed in this simulation study. From Fig. 2b , we clearly see that the loss of symmetry is of different orders of niagnitude smaller than the errors on FA.. Therefore. the asynmietxic part of A P in equation (42) can be neglected so that corollary 6 holds as well for the CLS2 as for the S C! LS implement at ion.
The evaluation of corollary 4 in the third test makes use of the nieasurement sequence 2 in Fig. 1 . From this figure we observe that the regressor vector pk is not persistently exciting during the time intervals (1,40) and (81,300). The impact of this on the round-off error propagation in the CLS2 implementation is pictured in Fig. 4 . This figure clarifies that during the time intervals of lack of persistent excitation the error on PA. and the loss of symmetry increase "linearly." At the same time, 11Fk 11 increases also linearly. Furthermore, the rate of increase is exactly the same in both cases, so that relatively no loss of precision occurs. Therefore; the practical impact of the lack of persistent. excitation causing the socalled "burst" phenomenon. see Hughes and Jacobs (1974) . is far inore iiiiportant than the Iiunierical behavior of the considered RLS schemes which preserve the sviiuiietry of Pk.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the numerical robustness of four different RLS schemes is analyzed by means of a theoretical error analysis. Apart froin reconfirming the insights obtained in a similar analysis for liahnan filter ixnplementations, given in Verhaegen and Van Dooren (1986).
These are. respectively:
1. The conventional RLS (CLS) which preserves syxruiietry of the parameter error covariance matrix Pk yields the same accuracy as the SCLS for all the corresponding quantities updated in both schemes.
1T
2. The SILS is also numerically stable. The accuracy of computing Pk and the LS estimates is however penalized when the condition number of Pk is high. However, it is also not necessary to compute these quantities in order to continue the recursions with the SILS. Therefore, such large errors on P k and the least squares estimates do not accumulate.
The new insights, of particular interest for applications with R.LS, of this analysis are:
1. The CLS has been "incomctly" implemented, nlaking it very to the so-called loss of symmetry phenomenon. Correct implementation of this scheme overconies this deficiency.
2.
The persistency of exitatton of the regressor vector in the regression iiiodel is required to guarantee the boundedness of the round-off errors. When this condition is violated, the errors on l ' k will increase, however, with same rate of increase as 11 PkII. Therefore, the increase of the errors is of minor importance.
3. The loss of positive definiteness is caused by the loss of synuiietry These conclusions have all been confirlid in an expeririient a1 verification study. 
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